The National Public Order Intelligence Unit was established to support police forces in managing the intelligence around the threat to communities from public disorder connected to domestic extremism and single issue campaigning.

It is responsible for the gathering and collating intelligence from police forces in England and Wales to identify domestic extremism issues being dealt with by individual forces, and evaluating and analysing them to understand how they relate to other incidents across the country.

This information is then fed back to the police forces concerned, to allow them to see the bigger, national picture and join up their investigations, if appropriate.

The National Domestic Extremism Team provides strategic support and direction to police forces across the country dealing with domestic extremism investigations and single issue campaigning.

It is responsible for coordinating police operations and investigations against domestic campaigns and extremists, as well as identifying possible linked crimes across the country. Because domestic extremists don't work within police force boundaries, NDET will help support police investigations, joining up forces and ensuring a consistent approach to a national or regional investigation, as well as working with individual forces on large-scale investigations.

NDET’s aim is to reduce harm and criminality, and the impact this can have on the community.

National Extremism Tactical Coordination Unit's role is to support others to prevent, reduce and disrupt criminal activity associated with domestic extremism and single issue campaigning.

Acting as a crime prevention officer, NETCU supports industry, academia and other organisations that have been or could be targeted by extremists, providing security advice, risk assessments and information that can help minimise disruption and keep their employees safe.

NETCU also provides the Government and partners in the police service, Crown Prosecution Service and industry with collated public information about domestic extremism trends, as well as post-event incidents and crimes.

For further information about NETCU visit www.netcu.org.uk

The NCDE was established in 2004, with the aim of reducing the threat, criminality and public disorder associated with domestic extremism in the UK, and working with police forces to ensure the facilitation of peaceful, lawful protest.
Is it a crime to domestic terrorism?

Domestic terrorism is defined as the use of violence by individuals or groups to achieve political, economic, or social objectives through the threat or use of force or violence, including acts of terrorism.

What is the role of NCD?

The National Counter Terrorism Centre (NCTC) is the national lead on counter terrorism and organized crime. The NCTC is responsible for coordinating and managing the national response to terrorism and organized crime. The NCTC works closely with other agencies, including the police, to prevent and disrupt terrorist and transnational organized crime activities.

What kind of criminal activity is involved?

Criminal activity associated with domestic terrorism may include, but is not limited to:

- Physical violence
- Extortion
- Terrorism
- Arson
- Money laundering
- Looting
- Kidnapping
- Hired assassins
- Hostages
- Smuggling
- Drug smuggling
- Human trafficking

These activities may be committed by individuals or groups to achieve political, economic, or social objectives through the threat or use of force or violence.